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                     Abstract
In the last two decades, educators have been following the terminology of Computational Thinking first posed by Wing. Different viewpoints and commentaries have been adopted, and accordingly course syllabi and learning materials were developed, particularly for K-12. The field has become a mandatory part of the curriculum in various countries, even for preschool age. The paper presents an academic course for pre-service teachers with the main aim to facilitate and instruct students in the process of building their understanding and interpretation of Computational Thinking, in the context of teaching their own discipline. The course pedagogical approach emphasizes the adoption of Computational Thinking while identifying significant, non-trivial, computational processes in different disciplines. The course model was implemented with three pre-service teacher populations studying for their teaching certificate in: (1) sciences for high school; (2) humanities and social sciences for high school; and (3) various disciplines for elementary school. The course allows future teachers to experience for themselves learning activities that are recommended for implementation with their future students. The course pedagogical approach and rationale are presented, followed by detailed course structure and learning assignments. The teaching, learning, and assessment approach yielded impressive achievements, although not without obstacles and difficulties. The details of the course presentation enable its implementation with different populations of pre-service and in-service teachers, and can also be implemented in schools.
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Appendix
Appendix
1.1 Examples of Students’ Projects
Following some of the topics of CP that students addressed in their projects, is presented, to enable partial expression from students’ products.
	
                          Mathematics: The movement of ducks with and against the river current.

                        
	
                          Physics: Throwing an object on a slope.

                        
	
                          Chemistry: Simulation of splitting particles moving inside a container and colliding with the walls and themselves.

                        
	
                          Computer Science: Simulation of the Dijkstra algorithm in Graph Theory.

                        
	
                          Citizenship: Presenting alternatives to building a coalition based on the political platforms of parties.

                        
	
                          Social Sciences: Making decisions about the location of a new school according to socio-economic, social, and infrastructure considerations.

                        
	
                          Language: Root word recognition.

                        
	
                          Literature: Identifying versification in songs.

                        
	
                          Mathematics for Elementary School: Identifying common and diagnostic properties of the square family.
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